Burlington Preticketing Guidelines

Health and Beauty
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Lotions and Soaps

Bottled Lotion: Place a small gummy label over the existing barcode. If a barcode is not available, place the label on the back of the product. Be sure to not cover warning labels or necessary product information.
Lotions and Soaps

Preticketing Guidelines

Lotion Container: Place a small gummy label over the existing barcode. If a barcode is not available, place the label on the back of the product. Be sure to not cover warning labels or necessary product information.
Lotions and Soaps

Boxed Soap: Place a small gummy label over the existing barcode. If a barcode is not available, place the label on the back of the product. Be sure to not cover warning labels or necessary product information.
Boxed Fragrance: Place label on the right hand side of the box. Be sure to not cover warning labels or necessary product information.

Boxed Fragrance Set: Place a small gummy in the middle of the top of the box when the box is open to display the product. Be sure to not cover warning labels or necessary product information.
Boxed Cosmetics: Place a small gummy label over the existing barcode. If a barcode is not available, place the label on the back lower right hand side of the product. Be sure to not cover warning labels or necessary product information.
Styling Tools: Place a small gummy label over the existing barcode. If a barcode is not available, place the label on the back lower right hand side of the product. Be sure to not cover warning labels or necessary product information.
Hair Brushes

**Hair Brush (Packaged):** Place a small gummy label over the existing barcode. If a barcode is not available, place the label on the back lower end of the package.

**Hair Brush:** Place a small gummy label over the existing barcode on the hangtag.

*Preticketing Guidelines*
Lotions and Soaps

Soap Set: Place a small gummy label over the existing barcode. If a barcode is not available, place the label on the back of the product. Be sure to not cover warning labels or necessary product information.
Shampoo and Conditioner

Shampoo: Place a small gummy label over the existing barcode. If a barcode is not available, place the label on the back of the product. Be sure to not cover warning labels or necessary product information.